
Curriculum Vitae   

  

Contact info  

Name Anguera Singla, Roger  

Postal Address  1640 Judah, San Francisco, CA 94122  

Phone number +1 734 819 7760  

Email ranguera@gmail.com  

Birth date April 2nd, 1978  

URLs of interest http://es.linkedin.com/in/rogeranguera 
http://numeralisalchimia.com 
 

  

Work Experience  
  

Dates June 2013 – Current 

Role Interactive media designer / Multimedia engineer 

Jobs done  
  

Adaptation of current neuroscientific experiments and development of new paradigms in the following 
fields, mostly using Unity as the development platform: 
- Gesture control for attention tasks using leap motion 
- Motion capture for cognitive and physical trainer using Kinect2 
- Immersion paradigms using Oculus Rift 

 
Development of the glassbrain visualization ( http://neuroscapelab.com/glassbrain ) to see live brain 
source localized activity in an accurate 3d mesh representation of the patient obtained via fMRI and 
DTI 

Company name(s) and contact Gazzaleylab, UCSF ( labmanager@gazzaleylab.ucsf.edu ) 
 

 
 

Dates 

 
 
October 2012 – June 2013 

Role Freelance multimedia developer 

Jobs done  
  

Multimedia prototypes with Aegis Audiovisuals for a museum production company: 
- Interactive project mapping with Kinect and unity3D 
- Augmented reality guides with artoolkit 

Web programming and technical support for Bet Gay 
Self training with Kinect SDK, unity3D, vvvv, reaktor, madmapper, resolume 

Company name(s) and contact Aegis Audiovisuals ( info@aegisaudiovisuals.com ) 
Bet Gay ( betlas@yahoo.es ) 

Jobs done  
  

Planning, budgeting, analysis and development of an installation for the 10th anniversary of 
Caixaforum.  
 

Company name and contact Malabars ( blozano@malabars.com ) 

  
  

Dates March 2012 – May 2012 

Role Freelance web analyst and developer 

Jobs done  Development of a Q&A platform for phone operators 

Company name and contact Bet Gay ( betlas@yahoo.es ) 

  

Dates April 2006 – March 2012 

Role Web project manager / multimedia developer 



Jobs done  Interactive multimedia project management and development with c#, c++, opencv, flash, vvvv, 
wiimotes… See selected projects below for further details. 
 
Analysis, budgeting, database design and day to day management of web projects with teams of up to 
6 programmers. Work examples: 

- www.dietaysilueta.com 
- www.huygens.es 
- www.bedeluxe.com  

 

Company name and contact Twentic ( alex@twentic.es ) 

  

Dates September 2005 – April 2006 

Role Freelance Java developer 

Jobs done  Programming of software for live philatelic auctions, tracking of orders, reporting etc… 

Company name and contact Twentic ( alex@twentic.es ) 

  

Dates 2002 – 2004 

Role Various internships as developer 

Jobs done  Both internal (in university) an external (at companies) internships as developer. Mostly web-related 

  

Education & workshops  

  

2013 Interactive projection mapping with Unity3D ( 10h. ) 
Introduction to Supercollider ( 4h. ) 
Introduction to Structure Synth (4h. ) 
Development of augmented reality applications ( 10h. ) 
 

2012 Introduction to projection mapping ( 6h. ) 

  

2010 Management and development of large interactive installations at emotique.com ( 20h. ) 

  

2001 - 2004 Superior multimedia engineering studies at La Salle Engineering and Architecture, Ramon Llull 
University, Barcelona. Completed except for the final project. 

  

1997 - 2001 Technical multimedia engineering studies at La Salle Engineering and Architecture, Ramon Llull 
University, Barcelona. Final project: I-shadows. An interactive installation where the user’s shadow on 
a projection played sounds with effects depending on its position and affected the colors being 
projected. Developed using c++/directx and macromedia director. 

  
  

Skills  
  

Native languages Catalan and Spanish 
  

Other languages English - Strong, written and spoken. (self learnt with stays in USA) 
French - Intermediate, written and spoken. (self learnt with stays in France) 
Italian – Basic, written and spoken. (4 years at high school) 

  

Strong points - Extreme motivation for multimedia, out-of-the-screen projects. Big interactive installations, 
electronic art, immersive spaces, hardware hacks and gadget communications. 

- Creative person, able to find different solutions to one problem and with a taste for design. 
- Ability to participate not only in the technical part of the projects but also in the artistic concept 

behind it, and/or to be a bridge between the two parts. 
- Strong self-learning abilities and fast, practical adaptability to new APIs, SDKs, hardware 

gadgets… 
  

  



Technical skills - Programming experience with C/C++, C#, vvvv, java, php, html5, javascript, css, mysql, flash, 
actionscript. See related projects below. 

- Experience with OpenCV, Kinect SDK, Unity3D, FMOD, Arduino. 
- Project analysis, budgeting, prototyping and wireframing. 
- Database designing. 
- Good knowledge of Adobe Photoshop for image manipulation and Adobe Premiere for video 

editing. 
- Good photographic skills with own material (Canon eos60d + lenses + tripod). 

  

Driving license - B category license (normal cars). Own car. 

  
  

  
  

  

 



 

Addendum   

Related projects  
  

Name 112 

Description Multiplayer game based on the simulation of the whole process of an emergency step by step, from the 
first witness to its resolution, where every player was in charge of a task and they all had to cooperate 
to solve it. 
 
The whole game was centered in Catalunya with a huge desk made of 9 40” LCD screens facing up 
where a 3072*2304 google map of the territory was shown. In the setup phase, the team would choose 
where they were willing to play and the map centered and zoomed on that position. The players 
controlled their task forces (police, firefighters, ambulance etc..) with 8 touch screens placed around 
the desk, and an extra vertical LCD showed information on what was going on along with scoreboards. 
A 5.1 sound system played the sounds all around the central game desk with the FMOD API. 

Role  Project analysis, budgeting, prototyping and programming along with managing another co-worker. 

  
  

Name Fitur 
 

Description Project made for the tourism department of the Catalunya government for the annual tourism fair of 
Spain in Madrid.  
 
Immersive experience where the user took the role of a bird and had to fly around a 3D photorealistic 
map of Catalunya (like google earth but with bigger resolution and detail). The space was a dark room 
with a 3-part area projection creating a semicircular screen of around 6x2meters using short-throw 
projectors. The user had to stay in the middle of the room and make bird-like movements with his arms 
as wings to fly around, turn, and gain or lose altitude. A simple webcam captured the user movements 
and processed the arms gestures using OpenCV libraries. A 5.1 sound system with speakers around 
the room complemented the experience with sound effects. 

Role  Project analysis, budgeting, prototyping and programming along with managing 2 co-workers. 

  
  

Name Serra d’Irta 

Description Similar to the Project above but now centered in the area of natural park near Valencia. In this case the 
room was an open space and the fly around was made using a wiimote with its accelerometers. The 
wiimote was disguised as a small bird and the user would fly through the natural park by moving the 
bird around. 

Role  Project analysis, budgeting, prototyping and programming along with managing another co-worker. 

  
  

Name TToca 
 

Description Multi user contributed video jockey system based on youtube and vimeo videos. 
 
In this project the users had to send an SMS to a certain number and the system reads them, splits 
them in minor meaningful parts, and launched a search on youtube and vimeo with the selected 
tokens. Then the system downloaded the videos and put them all in a cue to be played. When played, 
the videos would sometimes be merged with other similar ones and have random effects, shapes and 
masks applied as well. The project was made for a post inauguration party at the Apolo club in 
Barcelona 
 

Role  Project analysis, budgeting, prototyping and programming along with managing another co-worker. 

  

  

  

  

  
  

  



Name L’art ets tu 

Description This Project was made for the 10th anniversary of Caixaforum, an art gallery in Barcelona. The idea 
was to take one famous artist whose work was exhibited for each year, and let the users become part 
of their pieces. 
 
In a long, dark hall, with a huge projection area, two chroma key booths where placed for the users to 
interact. The system in each booth consisted of a touch screen with onscreen step by step instructions 
and a high resolution web cam. Once the user had chosen an artist, the on-screen instructions would 
suggest a pose and took a picture. Then some filters were applied to the picture to make it look like the 
chosen artist pieces and some parameters allowed the user to fine tune their resulting pictures. Once 
saved the picture was sent to the users email if he provided one and shown in the big projection area 
outside in the hall. 

Role  Planning, budgeting, and analysis with a co-worker and image processing programming, interaction 
design and database design. 

  

 


